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Innovators talk at seminar
Successful grads, businessman offer students advice
Caroline E. Pinola
StetfWrtfr_______________
More than 20 dynamic en­trepreneurs who had their start at Cal Poly and then moved on to success in the business world were featured at the third annual Cal Poly Business Conference last Friday.The day-long event, which was held at the Embassy Suites Hotel in San Luis Obispo and entitled ’'Innovation and Idea Management: Entrepreneurshipin the 1990s,” was designed to give students and local business people a chance to hear some of the ins and outs of the financial world from individuals who chose to act upon their ideas."The purpose of the conference was to track the idea of innova­
tion,”  said Stephen Hughes, alumni relations coordinator for the School of Business. "Along with the learn-by-doing credo at Cal Poly comes learning from people who have already gotten experience, and this is the reason why we draw upon our alumni as a resource.”The conference was an oppor­tunity for students to unders­tand the variety of steps an en­trepreneur must go through to make an innovative idea a suc­cess, Hughes said. This was ac­complished by having a panel- discussion format at all six of the sessions."We Figure that everyone has something to offer and to learn,” he said, "and this is the reason we designed the conference with a panel-discussion format. The interaction between the panelists and the students is what makes the conference so successful.”Norman Beko, a multi-million d o lla r en trep reneur and a member of the advisory council for the School of Business, was
the conference keynote speaker. He told some of the problems encountered by men and women who decide to go into business for themselves in his talk entitl­ed, “ I Made a Lot of Dumb Mistakes.”After graduating from CSU Longbeach, Beko started his own company. Graphic Resources Corp., in 1971 because the com­pany he had been working for refused to adequately meet the needs of its customers, he said.Beko began with just $1,600, and by 1987, his Huntington Beach company was selling SI.3 million worth of supplies annual­ly with 13 offices worldwide, in­cluding one in San Luis Obispo, he said.Beko gave a frank account of what he said was the biggest mistake he made in the tremen­dous jump from a one-man operation to an international corporation during his com­pany’s growth."1 hired people that were only See BUSINESS, page 5
Costs rise for greek liability insurance
By Laura Daniels
SUH W rIff______________
In the early 1980s, the burning issue affecting  fraternities was hazing. In the last couple of years, however, the focus has changed to risk management.Dave Westoll, Theta Chi’s national president, said risk m anagem ent re lates to overall safety measures in fraternal social events, pledge “ e d u c a t io n ”  andmaintenance.Because of the increasing number of lawsuits resulting from accidents, liability in­surance has increased na­tionwide with specific rules regarding alcohol and drugs, hazing, sexual abuse, fire, health and safety."We were forced into it
(buying national liability in­surance),” said Interfraterni­ty Council President Lance Doherty, “ because it’s too expensive to get insurance (locally). It also lowers dues.”The Fraternity Insurance Purchasing Group (FIPG) is the insurance company to which many national frater­nities are now subscribing. While the rules arc “ strict” and strictly adhered to, FIPG’s insurance rates are cheaper than many other na­tional insurance ra tes , Doherty said."And as I understand it,” Doherty said, " if  you (the fraternity) arc found in vio­lation of any part of the (FIPG) policy, you’re drop­ped.”Westoll said if a fraternity Sec LIABILITY, page 5
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Profound
influence...
Reporter Mary Frederisy reacts to the recent death of a student and explains how the tragedy has affected her.
Moving on...
Cal Poly women’s track coach announced he's accepted a coaching position elsewhere. Find out where and why.
Election
frenzy...
To help you figure out who's who, and what's what, read Mustang Daily's comprehensive election spread in the middle of this paper.
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Editorial Cartoon
CORRECTION
We would like to correct an item in the Editorial column regarding the upcoming pro-choice rally. The rally will take place Thursday, April 19 at 11 a.m. Mustang Daily regrets the error.
Observations from an outsider
I never knew Jay Garner.People who did know him say he would have fooled me. They say he seemed happy and upbeat.They say he did not publicize his problems.This whole situation has been so confusing. 1 did not know this man, and yet I feel as though his death has had such an effect on me.Not many can imagine feeling so alone, so desperate. And yet, maybe that is the problem.Maybe, as a society, we do not try hard enough to understand.If 1 had known Jay, 1 would have the right to be hurt, or angry myself. Right now 1 feel only numb, and it seems to me that sometimes no emotion is harder than an overload.Some may call me insensitive, but 1 did not sign the sympathy card and 1 did not go to the services. There is nothing 1 hate more than insincerity. To do those things would feel false to me. This was not an easy decision to make, and it does not mean that 1 do not care. It just means that deep down 1 know I could learn more from this experience by examining what is inside me, the feelings I am having, than in any other way. Sometimes it is even hard for me to understand.It seems that the people who were his friends are just as confused as 1 am. Some, of course, are hurt. Some, I see as angry. And still others resent the media coverage of the incident, and now they question the very profession they are here to learn. I think they wonder why the media is so anxious to learn all it can, even the things that not many people would want to know. Do ethics change when someone dies? Does the public really need this in­formation the media says they so badly want?Media people would claim that there is really no one to blame, that they are just doing their job. But must it really be at the expense of Jay’s fami­ly? Haven’t they been hurt enough already? And 1 wonder if Jay himself would be dissappointed. I
would not want my death sur­rounded by my problems, rather than my triumphs.1 am slowly realizing that there are no easy answers, just more and more questions.Guilt is an emotion I have always dealt with, but in a situa­tion like this 1 am unprepared for it. I find myself wrestling with the idea that I had no control over anything that happened. 1 will never know, however, what would have happened if I had ac­tually had that chance to know him. I try to be a friend to everyone, yet sometimes that is not enough.Would I even have remembered his name in 20 years if this had not happened? 1 realize now that 1 can never forget. To forget would make all of this in vain, and 1 cannot imagine Jay wanting that.
If I had known Jay, I would have the right to be hurt, or angry myself. Right now I feei oniy numb, ana it seems to me that sometimes no emotion is harder than an overioad.
--------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------
Why is it that Jay had to touch me with his death, rather than his life?Not every question can be answered. That would make things too simple. And life, I am learning, is not that way.I never knew Jay Garner. I wonder if anybody did.
Mary Frederisy is a first-quarter reporter for the Mustang Daily.
Letter to the Editor
R.A. priority will hurt other groups
I am concerned with the article “ Resident hall advisers seek priority registration perk.’’ {Mustang Daily, April 16) My area of concern is the topic of the article (the article itself was well done). Being a staff member who has worked in student affairs and is involved with academic affairs, I have seen the struggle for stu­dents to work and try to get the classes they need to graduate. It seems that every time we turn around another group on campus is trying to obtain “ priority” on CAPTURE. It started with g radua ting  sen iors, s ta ff , athletics, and now resident hall advisors. Understanding the
special needs of each of these groups and their importance to the campus community, priority registration isn’t as much of a help as it could be due to the number of people who have priority registration. You lose priority when that many people who have special access to CAPTURE. If this concept is difficult to understand, just talk to all of the Spring graduates, who had Graduating Senior status, who are taking History 315 at another college because all sections filled within the first day or two of registration.The problem I had with the ar­ticle is not with resident hall ad­visors, who go way above and beyond the call of duty. There is a statement in the article that resident advisors are required to invest 46 hours per week working
in various jobs in the resident halls. If that is accurate, maybe the school scheduling problem can be solved by cutting down the number of hours these people are required to put in. Every other student job on campus is limited to 20 hours per week! The reason for the limitation is that the students arc here to par­ticipate in the classroom and learn some very important life lessons on the way. Working as a resident advisor is a learning ex­perience all in itself. But, a six page job description for a stu­dent job and requiring that many hours is excessive. It sounds like the resident halls need more people to work less hours, not to give all of these students priority on CAPTURE.Melissa West Staff
ON THE RIGHT
by
William F. Buckley Jr.
■
California versus the smokers
Concerning the new drive by the state of California against smokers, a few observations:•(1) The going assumption over the years is that for every four cents you add to the price of a package of cigarettes, you will drive down the number of consumers by one per­cent. If this were true, then if you priced a package at four dollars, you would have no buyers at all. That this is not true is, quite simply, obvious. (Did nobody in that think tank consider inelastic demand?) How do they coin these figures?Tobacco is the most addictive drug on the market. Thirty-five percent of those who expose themselves to it become addicts. This compares with eight percent who, on taking alcohol, go with it all the way to alcoholism.
and about six to seven percent who, on taking coke, become cokeheads.The New York Times is currently running a series on where to buy bottles of wine for less than ten dollars, which by the way will get you only 20 issues of The New York Times, and four of Time magazine. If there is a great big market out there of people who will pay ten dollars for a bottle of wine, which with spouse or company is good for one meal, it takes little imagination to quan­tify the number of smokers who would be willing to pay half the price of (hat bottle of wine in order to satisfy their habit for an entire day — or, if their addiction is heavy, for half a day. There are scores of ex-alcoholics (the correct term is “ recovering alcoholics” ) who report that it was easier to give up alcohol than to give up tobacco. That should not surprise, given the higher ad­diction rate to smoking than to drinking.•(2) California is using its new 2S-cent surcharge on ciga­rettes (it was already charging ten cents) to buy anti­tobacco ads on television and radio and in the newspa­pers. We are talking, incidentally, about a great deal of money, S7S0 million per year. According to the rule cited above, an increase of 25 cents per pack will itself reduce by six percent the number of cigarettes sold in California. The Tobacco Institute has, predictably, cried foul over the entire scheme. The view of its spokesman is that California is using tobacco money to harass tobacco con­sumers. If I were the Tobacco Institute, I would silence
that man, because he is playing with fire. The figures arc not readily at hand, so I cannot give you the cost to the taxpayers of California of people who die from a tobac­co-related disease. But since about 4(X),(XX) people do die every year because they smoked, California, with about II percent of th national population, loses 44,0(X) people every year. The cost of caring for the death-bound smoker is approximately $I(X),(XX), times 44,(XX) is four billion dollars-plus per year. And of course this doesn’t count the loss of revenue to California from premature deaths, let alone the loss of revenue to survivors of the stricken.No: The use of tobacco taxes to finance anti-tobacco education is very wise. It’s a user’s tax, in the best tradi­tion of the free market. One up for California.•(3) But the marketplace is most awfully responsible. When 1 was a doughboy in World War II, I regularly sent my siblings cigarettes, which cost me ten cents per pack at the PX and cost them 35 cents per pack at the drugstore. The tax on cigarettes in North Carolina is two cents. You aren’t supposed to ship cigarettes out of state, but it’s about as safe to break that law as it is to go out and buy a joint of marijuana. The price of postage of course figures, but we must assume that Californians hurt by the new surcharge in the price of cigarettes are going to be receiving a lot of care packages from North Carolina. Perhaps the Californian anti-tobacco people will devote a part of their $750 million budget to showingSee BUCKLEY, Page 3
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Lobbyists to inform and register voters
By M«ry Frederisy 
staff Wfiff
The California State Student Association, a lobbying group in Sacramento that deals with educational issues, will sponsor a voter registration and infor­mation week April 23-27.The CSSA is promoting in­formation about propositions 108, 111 and 121. During fall quarter, the CSSA sponsored the voter registration drive for th e  N ovem ber e le c tio n , targeting voter awareness of the local housing ordinance.Since so many students registered during the fall drive, the CSSA’s goal is to increase the awareness of the registered students, as well as targeting those people and clubs it was not able to attract last quarter.“ The reason I think students registered last quarter was
because of the housing ordi­nance on the ballot,” said Ar- mand Kilijian, ASI director of public relations and the Cal Poly CSSA registration drive representative.He was referring to a city • ordinance that placed certain requirements on houses with six or more residents.“They were informed,” Kili­jian said. “ Now we just need to let them know about the pro­positions.”During the voter registration week, booths will be set up on campus with information and the necessary registration forms.“ It’s important to get stu­dents involved, as well as teachers and staff,” Kilijian said. “ That’s on each state and UC campus. The key to any­thing like this is to get stu See VOTER, page 14.
Are senior projects important?
Poly graduates give the projects a mixed review
By Debbie Aberle
staff Writer
BUCKLEY
From Page 2pictures of jails peopled by Californians caught smuggling in N orth  C aro lina cigarettes without paying the local tax.•(4) The rate of tobacco con­sumption has decreased in the last 20 years from 43 percent to 28 percent, and that is terribly good news. It translates to 60,000 Americans per year who will live rather than die because
they gave up smoking. The an­ti-smoking fever is to be en­couraged when it is intelligent. It should not be encouraged when it is sadistic. It is this when a smoker gets into an airplane for a six-hour flight and is told No Smoking. One detects, in the an­ti-smoking crusade, just a little taste of pleasure taken from the pain of others; and that, I gently argue, is un-American.
Graduation is rapidly ap­proaching and seniors are scrambling to complete their senior projects. Many students will never be handed a diploma because they never finished a senior project or never attempted to start one.Should Cal Poly require a senior project? Some support the project, saying it provides valuable research experience. Others claim it is a waste of time, an unnecessary burden when students are trying to concen­trate on interviewing with com­panies and completing their final courses.The fact that Cal Poly is one of the few remaining universities in the country to require a senior project does not help make it any more popular.Does the senior project have any significant affect on the job a s tu d e n t a t ta in s  a f te r  graduating or on his overall career? What is the point of do­ing months of research when most of the projects end up filed away at Kennedy Library never to be seen again? Some suc­cessful graduates of Cal Poly gave their opinions on the sub­ject, relating how the projects affected their careers, if at all.James Doherty, a 1966 animal science graduate, has worked at the Bronx Zoo in New York for 23 years and is now the general curator there. He has written ar­ticles in such magazines as
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Animal Kingdom and travels around the world in search of rare animals.“ I think the senior project is a wonderful experience and it is what makes Cal Poly unique,” Doherty said in a phone inter­view. “ It makes you take a focus on a project and lets you see what your capabilities really are. In most m ajors today a bachelor’s degree just is not enough, and with so many stu­dents going to grad school, they need that experience in research and in libraries to fall back on.”Doherty added, “ the senior project is more necessary now than ever, and I hope that Cal Poly doesn’t change its policy.”Greg Hind disagrees. Hind is a Cal Poly graduate who has revo­lutionized sportswear with his invention of Lycra tights. He is now president and owner of Hind Sportswear, Inc., a San Luis Obispo business that sells its products internationally and employs about 420 people.“ I’m not going to say that the whole concept is a bad idea, but the timing is bad,“ Hind said. “ It’s just one last requirement to get done before graduation, and the students lack enthusiasm so they don’t get much out of it. Overall, I haven’t been pleased with the attitudes of students who have used my company for their senior projects.”
Of the six projects that have been done on Hind Sportswear, Inc., Hind said he has never used them to try to change or improve the way the company is operated.
“ Students need to have more of an incentive — if they knew a potential employer was going to ask to see the project and that it
was one of the criteria for hiring, they’d be a lot more likely to put a real effort into it,” he said.Ilene Klingamen, a 1980 political science graduate, is now a Special Agent of Investigations for the FBI in Chicago. She says her professor still has her project to show to other students because it turned out so well. Kl­ingamen says the importance of a senior project depends a lot on a student’s major.“ If you’re in a concentration like architecture,”  she said, “ then nothing can get you more prepared for a job in a firm than the hands-on experience you’ll get doing a senior project.”She says students can’t treat it like a glorified term paper. “ The real importance of it is not so much what the student does it on, but to teach him how to set and define a major goal, and how to go about accomplishing that goal. It’s just part of a whole package that teaches students responsibility and to have a commitment to see things com­pleted.”
Pete King, city editor of the Los Angeles Times, is one of sev­eral students that never actually graduated from Cal Poly because he “ didn’t stick it out” and com­plete his senior project. King, a journalism major, was hired in his senior year by the Fresno Bee and from there went on to the Los Angeles Times.
King thinks senior projects should continue to be required at Cal Poly. “The hands-on projects force you to get out there and get experience, and that’s what makes you thirsty for more. It makes you want to get out into the real world.”
PROMOTE 
YOURSELF
At Enterprise rent-a-car, your achieve­ment determines your advancement.As the nation's fastest growing insur­ance replacement car rental company.Enterprise rent-a-car offers you a serious approach to career opportu- (j nity:The h€irder you work, the farther you go. It's that simple.
Because we hire only entry-level manage­ment trainees zmd promote exclusively from within, your potential for growth is excellent.And with ofilces throughout the Bay Area and in the major cities across the country (we're a $500 million company with more than 100,000 vehicles in sevice), there's al­most no limit to where you can go and what you can do with Enterprise.
Enterprise will be on campusRECRU ITIN G: A PR IL  1 9 , 1 99 0
Company representatives will be on campus this spring: if you're ready to let your hard work and motivation contribute directly to your advancement, talk to Enterprise today.Call (415) 297-5321 or send your resume to: Nancy Walkling, Enterprise, P.O. Box 2478 San Leandro, Ca. 94577. An equal opportu­nity employer.Part time and summer positions also available.
R E N T-A -C A RWhere achievement leads to advancement.
O F F IC E  WITH A  VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year ex­perience that will last a lifetime.Working at a professional level that ordinarily might take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique experience in the developing world.International firms and government agencies value the skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps s©rvic©.
O N  CAMPUS TODAY THRU THURSDAY
INFO BOOTH: Tuesday thru Thursday. April 17-19 
University Union Roza. 9am  - 3pm
OVERSEAS OPPORTUNITIES IN AGRICULTURE -  A  SPECIAL SEMINAR 
Tuesday. April 17 -  New Ag. Bldg. #11. Room 210. 7pm -9pm
OVERSEAS OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGINEERS -  A  SPECIAL SEMINAR 
W ednesday. April 18 -  University Union. Room 218. 7pm - 9pm
FILM & DISCUSSION SEMINAR WITH RETURNED PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS 
Thursday. April 19 -  University Union. Room 218. 7pm - 9pm
INTERVIEWS: Thursday. M ay 3 
Racem ent Center
APPLICATION MUST BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO INTERVIEW 
SENIORS -  APPLY NOW I
For applications or more Information contact your Peace Corps Cam pus Representative In Ag. Bldg. #10.
Room 239. (805) 756-5017. or call Peace corps collect at (213) 209-7444. ext. 673.Peace CorpsThe Toughest Job You'll Ever Love.
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Not a good day for a carnival
Bad timing brings losses for Good Friday fundraiser
By Laura Daniels
Staff Writer
Good Friday wasn’t so good for the Interfraternity and Panhellenic councils’ carnival in the University Union.The event was a fundraiser for AdCare, a non-profit organization that helps suf­ferers of alzheimer’s disease.“ It was a good idea,’’ said
Walt Lambert, coordinator of greek affairs. “ They had a hard time with when to have it, though, because every weekend there was some­thing, like Poly Royal or Greek Week. So of all times, they picked Good Friday of Easter weekend,’’ when many students and town residents had left the area.Dino Giacomazzi, a member of Alpha Gamma Rho frater­nity, said, “ It was a bad weekend, but it was the only one available.“ Unfortunately, we didn’t break even,’’ Giacomazzi said. He estimated a $500 loss for the event.Giacomazzi said he hopes
to recoup the money before Poly Royal, but he is not sure how until an agreement can be reached between the In­terfraternity and Panhellenic councils.The carnival included a dunk tank, a cake walk, a ring toss, a basketball shoot, balloons and face painting — to name just a few.Giacom azzi said each fraternity and sorority had a booth at the carnival. Ad­mission was free, and each game ticket was SO cents.“ It was geared toward high school and elementary stu­dents — mostly the elemen­tary students,’’ Lambert said.
BUSINESS
LIABILITY
From page 1were to be dropped, it would be much more difficult to get another insurance policy, and the rates would most likely be higher.“ What characterizes good risk management are the standards set out by FIPG,’’ said Westoll. “ They are very well thought out, very well considered.’’Westoll said FIPG provides a s ta n d a rd  fram ew o rk  fo r eliminating a standard source of alcohol-related problems by eliminating open parties, kegs and “ wet” rush.“ What many don’t understand is that, let’s say a lawsuit results (from an accident) and there is a huge judgment, say three, four, five million dollars,’’ said
Westoll. “ If the national frater­nity goes bankrupt, then all the chapters can be local, but they wouldn’t be a branch of the na­tional fraternity.”Westoll said lawsuits can be against both the national and the local chapter of a fraternity.“ Hazing is almost out, or is pretty close,” said Doherty, “ but alcohol is the big one. It basically means you can’t drink unless you’re 21, you can’t have kegs in the house and BYOB.”“ A lot of it was to make sure there were safer drivers,” said Mark Denholm, former Pi Kappa Alpha risk manager. He said it also was to make sure there was nothing at a party that could cause an accident.National fraternities, not the
IFC, have a say in the enforce­ment of insurance company rules.
“ It has reduced risks without a doubt. We took some stupid risks before the position (of risk m an a g e r) s t a r t e d , ”  sa id  Denholm.
“ America is sue-happy,” said Doherty. “ You have a party and the next thing you know some­one gets drunk. And the next thing you know that person has an accident, and then we get sued.
“ If America gets more sue- happy, then risk management will keep getting bigger and big­ger. The whole thing basically follows the national trend.”
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From page 1competent to do their job,” he said. “ I should have hired people that really cared and then put them into positions where they could have best contributed to the company.”“ I assumed that I would get the utmost from my people,” he said, “ but 1 didn’t .”Since then, Beko has sold most of Graphic Resources Corp. and started a new San Luis Obispo- based wine distribution company called the Wine Exchange located on Santa Fe Road. Beko
said he decided to get into the wine business because of what he thought were similarities be­tween the way graphic supplies and wine are distributed.The remainder of the con­ference was broken down into two sessions with three seminars given by Cal Poly graduates to choose from. Some of the topics included keeping a business legal and ethical, financing a new business, acquiring and develop­ing California real estate and identifying and acting upon an innovative idea.
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For T hose W ho W ant It All!
Private Bedrooms 
Weight Room
Olympic Free Weights 
Universal Machines
' Fitness Center
fret itfrobics
Heated Swimming Pool 
ComputertStudy Room
IHM Compatihie% 
atcfis in Ca/ Pnly Mainham^
10 or 12 Month Leases
Cal Poly Shuttle Bus
leaves every half hour
W e  believe Valencia is ihe finest student housing in San 
Luis Obis|:>o But w e d o n ’t want you to just take ou r w o rd  for it 
W e invite you to look at o u r com petition (C edar Creek,
M u rra y  St Station, Stenner G le n n , M ustang Village, Fcxithill 
ftacienda, and others) and then look at ValenciaWe're confident you'll choose Valencia!
<<<<<<<<i<<<<<<<<<iiii<<<555 Ramona Drive 543-1452 J
T U E S D /ff5pm '9pm
Mesquite Broile<d
Chicken & Ribsincludes baked potato, 
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SPORTS
Women’s track coach accepts job at U. of Ark.
By Jason Foster
staff Writar
Lance Harter, head coach of the Cal Poly women’s cross country and track and field teams since 1979, will leave the Mustang program this summer to become head coach of the University of Arkansas women’s cross country and track and field team s, A rkansas W om en’s Athletic Director Bev Rouse an­nounced Monday.” 1 don’t think we could have found a better coach in America, perhaps in the world, for our women’s track teams,” Rouse said at a noon (PST) press con­ference in Fayetteville, Ark. “ His resume speaks for itself. He is one of the most highly respected coaches in the nation.”
Harter flew to Arkansas Sun­day night in order to appear at the press conference, where he expressed his excitement about his new position.“ I’m thrilled at the opportuni­ty to join the staff at Arkansas,” Harter said. ” I have had other opportunities to move on, but they’ve always had some short­comings. Fayetteville and the University of Arkansas have no visible shortcomings.”Harter, 40, will replace Rouse and officially begin his duties as full-time coach with the Division I Lady Razorbacks on July IS. Rouse had been the women’s cross country and track coach for nine years.Harter plans to stay at Cal Po­ly until he leaves for Fayetteville this summer.Gymnastics
Harter said Rouse and the Arkansas program itself were the principal reasons he chose to leave Cal Poly.“ There’s no doubt that the direction and leadership that Bev Rouse provides for the Arkansas women’s department is the prime catalyst in my looking at the university,” he said. “ When I in­terviewed for the position, the commitment, the facilities and the environment surpassed any expectation I had.”Ken W alker, Cal P o ly ’s A th le tic  D ire c to r , was unavailable for comment Mon­day on Harter’s decision.During his 11 years at Cal Po­ly, Harter produced 13 national championships, credentials un­matched by any NCAA women’s track or cross country coach. In­
cluded in those national titles are eight straight cross country championships (1982-89), four NCAA Division II track titles (1982-84, 1989) and one Amateur Intercollegiate Association for Women track championship (1981).He guided the Mustangs to 20 California Collegiate Athletic Association titles — 11 in cross country and nine in track and field.Harter has been named na­tional Division II Coach of the Year for track and field four times, and won the same honor for cross country six times. He has coached 174 Division I and II track and field all-Americans as well as S2 cross-country all- Americans.An assistant coach for the U.S.
Olympic Team for the 1992 summer games in Barcelona, Spain, Harter also serves on the Nike Coaches’ Advisory Board and coaches Nike Coast, one of the nation’s top track and field clubs.Arkansas competes in the Southwest Conference (SWC), which also includes the Universi­ty of Texas, Texas A&M, Texas Christian University, University of Houston, Baylor University, Southern Methodist University, Texas Tech, and Rice University.Arkansas has been an up-and- coming program in recent years. It won the SWC cross country championship in 1988, finished 20th at the recent 19% NCAA Indoor Championships and took second place at the 1989 SWC Outdoor Championships.
Women place sixth at Div. II Nationals
Men *5 club team gets second place in Colo., sets scoring record
ft
By Patty HayesStaff Writer
41
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The record-breaking season of the Cal Poly women’s gymnastics team came to an end this weekend.The Mustangs placed sixth out of eight teams in the Division II National Cham­pionships held at the U.S. Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colo. Cal Poly was ranked First in Division II going into the competition.“ It was a long meet,” said senior Kim Wells. “ We had a good season. It was just
hard to get things together at the end.’ Houston Baptist University took First place, followed by Southeast Missouri and Seattle Pacific. The teams were ranked second, third and fourth, respectively, behind Cal Poly prior to the competition.Sophomore Karen Travis said the team faced some tough competition.“ Houston Baptist was Division 1 and they were moved down to Division II this year,” Travis said. “ There was some pret­ty stiff competition there.”Although the team did not perform as well as expected, several Mustang com­petitors had successful individual perfor­mances.Wells placed 14th in all-around competi­tion. Travis placed 18th and sophomore Marci Lacert placed 24th.
Three Mustangs qualified as All- American, competing as finalists on indi­vidual events. Sophomore Theresa Bell took fourth place on the vault with a 9.375 and senior Julie Bolen placed sixth on uneven bars with a 9.275. Wells qualified as All-American on floor exercise, placing fifth with a score of 9.525.“ That was the fun part,” Wells said of the otherwise unsuccessful competition.Travis said that nationals were some­what of a disappointment after an outstanding season.‘We were so tired and worn out,” she said. “ We definitely peaked during the season.”Head Coach Tim Rivera was unavailable for comment as he had not yet returned from Colorado. Sec GYMNASTICS, page 14
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SCIENCE
From page 8dedicated and will try to fulFill all of my future goals for the School of Science and Mathematics.
Krtotofer Hoffmaa
Hoffman didn't submit a state­ment, but he is very involved in Theta Chi fraternity. He holds the Rush chairman. Poly Royal chairman, and Alumni chairman ofFices. He also plays in the Cal Poly Concert Band and Cal Poly Brass Sextet.
David Outwalcr
The majors within the School of Science and Math offer aca­demic excellence and a great deal of opportunities to the students of Cal Poly. Yet, our esteemed school seems to be under­represented within the whole of the university. I would like to see that change through club and faculty involvement. As a m em ber o f the ASI Ad­ministrative Commission, I ex­amined issues like the implemen­tation of an organized program to keep the Poly “ P” clean, ade­quacy of campus lighting and the separation of the graduation cer­emony. My other involvements include 1988-89 Yosemite Hall Tower One president, founder and elected president of the Cal Poly Judo Club, participation in community service programs (Poly Pals and Beyond Shelter) and member of the School of Science and Math Council. 1 have experience, initiative and drive, and I hope to proudly represent our School of Science and Math on the Board of Directors.
Mustang Daily Tuesday. Aprili 7.1990 7Men's Tennis
Men trounce Sonoma, LA
Easy wins against both schools up Poly in standings
By Glenn Hornstaff Writar
True athletes never rest.Just like the professionals in all the major sports, the Cal Poly men’s tennis team was called to duty on Easter Sunday and quickly defeated Sonoma State 6-0 .But since the Mustangs aren’t paid to perform, the players agreed to skip the insignificant doubles matches and call it a
day.Five of the six matches pro­mptly ended in straight sets.Poly’s No. 1 singles player Neil Berryman was the only one who struggled in his two-hour-long 6-3, 4-6, 6-3 victory over Sonoma State’s Bret Campoy.“ The guy didn’t put any pace on the b a l l ,  and  t h a t ’ s frustrating,’’ Berryman said. “ I’m not sure what I was doing out there (against Campoy).’’Berryman’s win could be very important, head coach Kevin Platt said. Campoy is individual­ly ranked right behind Cal Poly’sNo. 6 singles player Brendan
MIKE McMILLANMiMtang Dally
Cal Poly’a Eric Sasao atratehaa to ratum a ball In Saturday’a match agalnat 
C8ULA
Walsh for the final spot at Na­tionals. A win by Campoy could have bumped him ahead of Walsh.Due to a minor injury to Alex Havrilenko, Cal Poly’s Max Allman made his singles debut by beating Gary Ohm 6-3,6-3.On Saturday the Mustangs made easy work of CSU Los Angeles, shutting them out 9-0. Cal Poly also worked their magic against Abilene Christian on Thursday, defeating them 8-1.The Mustangs’ record advanc­ed to 8-0 in conference and 17-3 overall.Cal Poly is now hoping to tune its skills for Saturday’s home m atch against hated-rival Chapman, who is ranked third in the nation.The No. 1 ranked Mustangs defeated Chapman 5-4 in early March. A few of the players in that heated contest were involv­ed in a scuffle that almost erupted into a fight.“ I want to play them here bad­ly,...everyone does’’ Mustang Tim Fresenius said. “ We’re even going to pass out flyers.’’Platt was equally enthusiastic about facing Chapman.
“ We should win against them,’’ he said, “ but I want to see where they’re at now.’’The tennis squad is now in the home stretch of the season, well ahead of ’88-’89 pace when they finished 20-6 overall, Platt said.
Join the Consulting Leader
for a summer internship!f
A ndersenConsulting
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CQ
W ho w e are.As the leader in information systems consulting, Artdersen Consulting provides professional services to help organizatiorts effectively apply technol- ogy for competitive adirantage. By combining general business ktwwledge ivith information systems stills, we develop Nations that help clients in many industries manage change.
W h at w e  lo o k  for.\Ne are setting Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo juniors with a demonstrated track record of outstaruiing performarwe 0 2  CPA required) in the following areas:
• Engineering (IE, ME, CPE, AERO, EE, EL)• Computer ^ence
Candidates must demonstrate true ability to focus on objectirres and be suc­cessful ivorting in a team environment. Strong self-confidence arul commu­nication skills are a must. We prefer students ivith some programming expe­rience in COBOL or C. Students must be interested in working in Southern California after graduation. Students must be U.S. citizens ot have permanent resident status.
W hat w e offer.We offer the opportunity to work with enthusiastic, ambitious people in a team-oriented environment. As a summer intern, you will work in a systems consulting environment with Andersen personnel from all levels. We provide the opportunity for hands-on experience in a client environment working with leading-edge technologies.
S o u n d  In te res tin g ?On campus interviews will be held Thursday, April 19,1990. (Please note that we have changed the date.) Please contact the Placement Center for sign-up information. All students must complete, sign and present the Andersen Consulting Personal Data Sheet to the interviewer. We hwk forward to seeing you there!
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President
Jeffrey Denham
By Tara Murphy
Staff WritarBackground:
This is Jeff Denham’s first year at Cal Poly. He is a social science junior switching into political science and is a member of the football team. He was recruited for the team from Vic­tor Valley Commmunity College near San Bernadino, where he was active in student gov­ernment as student body presi­dent for two years and as a member o f the Board of Trustees.At Cal Poly, Denham has been on the Athletic Advisory Com­mission. He also is a member of Alpha Epsilon Pi fraternity and has recently joined Young Republicans. After he graduates
Michael Gomes
By Tara Murphy
staff Writar
Background:Mike Gomes is an agribusiness junior. He has been involved with ASI for three years. During his freshman year he was on the Poly Royal Executive Board, a member of the School of Agriculture Student Council and an alternate senator. Last year he served as a senator and chair of the Academic Commission.This year he was on the Board of Directors and Vice-Chairman of the Board under Ellen Sand­ers. He is on the Personnel Policy Committee, the executive com­m ittee for the School of Agriculture council and served on Cal Poly President Warren J. Baker’s cabinet in governmental
Adam  Taylor
By Jena Thompson
Staff Writar
Background:In the middle of campaigning for ASI, Adam Taylor’s cam­paign manager ran into personal problems, quit school and left him. Taylor did most of the work himself and also found a new manager. Taylor said he reached about 1,000 students through lecturing to clubs, fraternities and sororities, and he personally handed out about 6,000 leaflets.Taylor is a political science junior. He transferred to Cal Po­ly last summer from Ventura Community College. He took a year off school during junior col­lege to run a boys and girls club. He was program director in charge of a $700,000 annual
from Cal Poly he would like to go to law school and eventually enter politics.Sec DENHAM, page 10
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS INCOIUU 217A
relations.Gomes is in the National Agriculture Marketing Associa- Sec GOMES, page 10
budget and coordinated staffing and activities for about 300 young children and teenagers. He Sec TAYLOR, page 10
Board of
Agriculture
Four out of five seats open 
Dennis Albiani
Architecture and 
Environmental Design
Business Engineerinc
Three out of three scats open 
Jeff Clemens
Three out of three seats open 
Pat Clarke
Three out of five seats op
Joseph Aguilar
My name is Dennis Albiani, and I am cur­rently a sophomore in agriculture manage­ment. Throughout my education, I have be­lieved involvement is the answer. I’ve been an alternate Board of Director for the School of Agriculture, on the Agriculture Council, on the Codes and Bylaws committee, a member of Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity and a past member of the agriculture business manage­ment club. All of these activities have given Sec AGRICULTURE, page 16
The reason for this statement is so that you, the members of the School of Architecture, may better understand me, the candidate for an ASI director seat. All you really need to know about me is that my main goal is to be the bridge or liaison between the School of Ar­chitecture and the Board of Directors. It is important to have representation that is will­ing to listen to students’ opinions and then voice those opinions to the board. I think it is Sec ARCHITECTURE, page 16
I am a business student of junior standing. 1 have pride in the School of Business as well asCal Poly itself. I would be more than honored to be the liaison between the School ofBusiness and the ASI. I am not the most elo­quent of speakers but I am a hard and diligent 
worker and would do my best to have the
School of Business’ voice heard.Sec BUSINESS, page 16
Much of the world’ fluenced by the acti( Imagine what would I Trump hadn’t signed Adolph Hitler had deci ture or Ronald Reagar an actor. My being el« Board of Directors wil of history as any of have. I believe, thoui See
Chairman of the Board
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Directors
Mark Denhoim
By Tara Murphy
Staff Writer
Background:
Mark Denholm is an electrical engineering senior in his fourth year at Cal Poly. He served on the ASI Board of Directors this year, and has served on the ad­ministrative and ad-hoc commit­tees. This fall he helped to orga­nize the City Council candidates open forum sponsored by ASI.He was on the Poly ‘P’ task force this year, working with Executive Dean Doug Gerard to set up guidelines for maintenance of the ‘P’. Currently, he is draf­ting a resolution called “ Pride in the Poly P,” which will set up a maintenance plan and solicit volunteer groups to clean up the area.
Anthony Monzon
Denholm was a founding member of Cal Poly’s chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, he See DENHOLM, page 11
By Jena Thompson
staff Writer
Background:Leadership is something An­thony Monzon, has experienced since high school when he was senior class officer. In junior col­lege at Ventura, he was a peer counselor. He currently is a business senior in his third year at Cal Poly.He came to Cal Poly in the fall of 1987, pledged Sigma Nu fraternity in 1988, and was vice president of the fraternity that year. Currently, he is executive administrator of Sigma Nu. This year, he has been a Poly Rep (Cal Poly’s student public relations organization), and he was part of the executive board, chairman of the presentations and school
visits committee. He is also one of six Poly Royal Ambassadors who have visited high schools Sec MONZON. page 10
Children's Center Resolution
By Moorea Warren
Staff Wrttar
A proposed SI per student per year increase in ASI activities fees in order to aid ASI in the construction o f a new campus child care center.
Background:
The initiative was placed on the ballot after parents secured 1,807 signatures and ASI Board
of Directors’ approval last week.There arc two children’s centers supported by the state and university that are utilized by Cal Poly student-parents.The on-carapus center current­ly is operating in an old World War II barrack that is in cons­tant need of repairs, said Liz Regan, director of Cal Poly's Children's Center.The off-campus kindergarten and four-year-old center loses its See RESOLUTION, page 13
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Board of Directors' statements contributed by ASI
Liberal Arts Professional Studies 
and Education
Science and Math
en
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Three out of three seats open 
Brian Barnes
I am a journalism sophomore with a concen­tration in broadcast journalism. My activities at Cal Poly include dorm government in my freshman year. Society of Professional Jour­nalists and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. As well as going to school, I have held a part- time job since my first quarter here. I'm inter­ested in working on the Board of Directors for many reasons. The main reason is that liberal arts has become more known and respected in Sec LIBERAL ARTS, page 12
Four out of five scats open 
Richard Kaufmann
I take an active interest in that which af­fects myself as well as those around me. I feel it is important to be a concerned and respon­sible participant in the institutions that gov­ern our well-being. I have always been involv­ed in structured organizations in which I held leadership positions. Currently, I am social chairman of the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity and a member of the Idustrial Technology Society. I know how to manage time to perform at mySee PS&E, page 14
One out of two scats open 
Mike Cala
The students in the School of Science and Mathematics have rights and interests, which I would like to represent. I believe that I can act as a mediator, communicating well with students, faculty and ASI. I am a hard worker and am currently doing well as a biochemistry major. One future goal that I will have is to get more computers in the computer labs and make them more accessible to the students. If I have the chance to represent you, I will beSec SCIENCE, page 6
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From pages Goals:
Denham said he wants to im­prove student imput into ASI and said his general goals are more organization and better representation.“ There needs to be more organization in the school coun­cils so that all the students get information,” he said.Other goals he has are improv­ing faculty and community rela­tions, he said. He would like to see more meetings between ASI and the City Council, mayor and police chief so that ASI has more of a voice in San Luis Obispo legislation.“ A lot of people have told me at speeches I’ve already given about issues they think need at­tention,” Denham said. “ Any­thing the students are involved
in, ASI should be involved in, too.” He said issues people have mentioned to him include athletic programs, starting clubs on campus and extended library hours.He would like to see more minority representation at Cal Poly, especially through ASI. “ T here  sh o u ld  be m ore (minorities) here,” Denham said, “ but only if they’re qualified. They shouldn’t get in just because of ethnicity.”Denham said he really enjoys being involved in student gov­ernment and would like to become involved in ASI even if not elected, possibly in an ap­pointed position.
Issues:
Denham said he thinks cuts in the ASI budget are a key issue in
the election. He said, “ ASI should spend money on the stu­dents, not on the state,” and he doesn’t think any budget cuts need to be made.He is interested in the athletic report currently being reviewed by the administration. “ I don’t agree with a lot of the things Dr. Walker (Cal Poly’s Athletic Director) came up with,” he said. “ In the report that’s coming out there are a lot of things that are really ridiculous. It seems like if you put limits on sports that are doing well it will hurt Cal Poly’s name.”Another item that has received attention is ASI bill 89-02, which restructured ASI as a public benefit corporation and allowed directors an opportunity for a second term. Denham sees the restructuring as “ not bad, but See DENHAM, page 15
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GOMES
From page 8tion (NAMA), the Agribusiness Club, Alpha Gamma Rho frater­nity and Order of Omega greek honor fraternity.After graduation Gomes would like to get his MBA and work in sales in a large corporation deal­ing agriculture inputs.
Goals:
Gomes would like to increase student awareness of ASI and decrease student apathy in the organization, tasks he said are “ easier said than done.”He would also like to see a bet­ter working relationship and more understanding established between the Academic Senate, Chamber of Commerce, city and ASI.“ Being more aware of what the other party was doing would make for a more proactive rela-
tionship,” he said. “ This year’s relationships, especially between the Academic Senate and ASI, could be improved.”Specifically, Gomes mentioned the issue of decreasing the amount of credit/no credit units from 45 to 18, an idea the Aca­demic Senate favored and ASI opposed. The issue has been dropped for now but will be discussed further.Personally, Gomes would like to gain a better understanding of other personality types and howthey make decisions. He would like to gain an appreciation for representing student attitudes, and more “ people experience.” “ It’s really hard to represent all the students on this campus,” he said.Through speaking to minority clubs on campus during his cam­paign, Gomes has become
especially aware of minority issues. “ I’d like to increase the feeling of closeness betweenminority groups and the general student population,”  he said. “ They don’t feel like they are part of the puzzle. And they’re really a very intricate part.” Gomes said he would like them to feel more at home in ASI.
Issues:
The three big issues of this election. Gomes said, are athletic cuts, the Children’s Center and community relations.He said he thinks athletics at Cal Poly need to go through “ some sort of restructuring.”It comes down to “ either the students pay more money, or they see fewer sports,” he said.See GOMES, page 13
TAYLOR
From pagesprepared the program to include a variety of things for young people to do together. The center held activities like construction workshops, arts and crafts, tutoring services and a library.He said he attended a similar club when he was about 14, and that the kind of club he ran wasexactly what kept him out of trouble when he was that age. “ I encouraged them to work with their minds and their heads, and to stay off the streets,” Taylor said.At Ventura Community Col­lege, Taylor was involved in Mecha, a Mexican studies club, where he worked with people of that culture to get support for
their educations.He was also a part of the Black student union.This is Taylor’s first year at Cal Poly. He has been working with about 50 other students this year toward an ethnic studies program. They have been con­tacting other schools to learn how those schools acquired anethnic studies program or major. His work involved obtaining
minorities* applications to CalPoly, and contacting them tofind out why they chose other schools such as UCLA and UC Berkley when they were also ac­cepted at Cal Poly. He found the reason most minorities would rather not attend Cal Poly isbecause it is not culturally
diverse.He said that ASI involvement is good background for anyone running for ASI President, but most important is what they stand for.
Goab:
Taylor would like to see repre­sentation of everyone at Cal Po­ly. First he would like to see Cal Poly as an accurate repre­sen tation  of A m erica and California by working to balance the ratio of minorities to Cauca­sians. Cal Poly has about 17 per­cent minorities now, and Adam would like see that number reach about 40 percent. He said one thing
See TAYLOR, page 13
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DENHOLM MONZON
FrcHBi page 9has served as treasurer for a year and a half and more recently as risk manager, concentrating OB^utting down liabilities., /^ fte r graduation he would like to Work as an engineer for a large Hrm, eventually in management.
G #ls:
f lP ^ n h o lm  would like to see ASI Irtod Cal Poly’s adminstration  ^ Wqrk together more often, and rovement in communication i^ een them. Sometimes, he the adminstration seem ivious to student needs and input. “ I guess they don’t student input is important,” h ^ i d .^ e  would also like to see better lo tio n s  between the students, imunity and ASI. mother goal is more involve- it and interaction with the City Council. Former coun- lember and professor Allen ktle is advisor to Pi Kappa }ha; Denholm said Settle has ?ed him by introducing him to ler council members, rity relations have come a long py in the past year, Denholm He feels more involvement |th  the Student-Community lison Committee, established |t year, will be a large part of ^proved relations. “ For the lount of money students put |o the community, we need )re say.”In terms of ethnic representa- )n and involvement in ASI, (nholm would like to see a lange. Throughout his cam- ^ign, he said, he has found that ihere is a lot of hostility there ethnic clubs), and the percep- >n that ASI is not doing its
job.” Denholm would like to see representatives from ASI on the Multicultural Board and an ethnic relations representative on ASI. “ Sometimes they feel in­timidated,” he said. “ I would like to incorporate a lot more ethnic clubs along with Multicultural Board.“ So far it has been left up to them (the clubs) and it’s not working,” he said. “ The major problem has been communica­tion. We need to cover our bases.”With this should come more involvement in ASI in general, he said. He would like to see more club representation on school councils and more in­volvem ent in the UUEC, especially through the dorms.Personally, Denholm likes be­ing involved in ASI and would like to stay involved even if not elected, as time allows. “ It’s something different. I get to meet new people and it’s great experience going in to the work field.“The more effort I put in, the more I get out,” he said. "It makes a great break from engineering.”
Issues:
In terms of athletics, Denholm said he is not sure if cuts need to be made. “ It’s hard to cut sports,” he said. “ But you can’t have a program that’s running into debt $90,000 every year.”Denholm said some students are now trying to find student opinion through polls and surveys. He said this will help determine how the students feel about cutting sports, which he feels is important.
On ASI Bill 89-02 which restructured ASI into a public- benefit corporation and gave senators a reappointment option, Denholm said he thought the main changes had been in job ti­tles. “ It hasn’t had any great ef­fect,” he said. “ Except for some confusion, but that will go away. There hasn’t been any great benefit, but from the legal standpoint it was necessary.”Denholm is in favor of senators having the opportunity to serve a two-year term. He said it would help to build up continuity within the Board of Directors and make it more responsive to students.The Children’s Center is another issue that needs atten­tion, Denholm said. He is in favor of helping the Center, but doesn’t think the bill on the ballot will work.“ One dollar won’t be enough,” he said. “ I will vote ‘yes’, but I would like to see things like this handled differently to benefit them (the Children’s Center) more.“ I think they’ll Find it isn’t enough and it will be a lot tougher to get that second dollar.”Denholm said he is opposed to putting a limit on credit/no credit units. He would like to see a compromise worked out, like a 3S-unit limit. The limit currently is 45 units, and the Academic Senate had wanted it lowered to 18.Denholm likes the idea of un­limited campaign spending. “ The issue is not money,” he said. “ The issue is fair market value.” He explained that materials donated to the campaign, even Sec DENHOLM, page 14
From pagesand junior colleges all over California this year to talk about Cal Poly, Poly Royal and higher education.Monzon likes the stage. This year he took part in Cal Poly theater, playing a medium-sized roll in “ The Visit.” He said through his experiences, he has had contact with a large group of diverse students. He said he has grown in his leadership abilities by showing and giving direction.
GOALS:
Monzon wants to make ASI more visible. He would promote student awareness of ASI by setting up a promotions commit­tee to extensively advertise ASI. He said he wants students to know how they can get involved and affect their schools. He said he would work with the Board of Directors to get them actively involved with the students.“ Students sometimes assume that ASI is taking care of some­thing — they may or they may not be taking care of it,” Monzon said. “ If they run into a problem, they should know what they can do to get their voices heard.”Monzon wants to set up a booth in the University Union where he could talk to students who may not otherwise voice their concerns. They could come to the booth to discuss their ideas and ask questions.“ Student leaders should not be behind the scenes,” Monzon said, “ they should be visible.”He said he loves Cal Poly, and wants to encourage more stu­dents to have a good time while going to school by getting in­volved with clubs and activities.
He said Cal Poly is a social school, with over 300 clubs to accommodate any interest or vocation.
ISSUES:
Monzon said ASI’s restructur­ing through Bill 89-02 organized it into a professional company.He thinks that reappointment of directors adds stability to ASI. He said that stability and change are a good mixture, and that reappointment allows for that mixture.Monzon said that more quali­fied students would probably campaign for president if cam­paign spending was cut in half from a $600 maximum limit to $300.“ When there’s not a real limit, a lot of people might be pressured out of campaigning if they know someone else’s name is going to be p lastered  everywhere, and they might not be ab le  to  co m p ete  fo r materials.” He said cutting back the limit would bring out the creative minds.Monzon said he thinks the proposed $1 fee increase toward the child care center is not enough.“ A dollar?” remarked Monzon, “ Gosh, I’ll give two dollars!”He said when he sees people in need, he wants to help.“ I can’t see why the state wouldn’t fund something like that (child care), but that’s just my personal view,” said Monzon. “ But what I don’t really unders­tand is that if the state ended up paying for it, we would too, anyway.”He said that when it comes to See MONZON, page 14
ENGINEERING
rom page 8ickground and motivation to be effective member ASI. Your >te will help create a part of istory. It might not be a major ie, but it is one I would like to a part of.
rarla Dube
An engineering student — I am nning for the ASI Board of irectors. Spring, 1990 will be y 10th quarter at this universi- I have served on the hgineering Council since fall, '89. I have also been on the n iversity  U nion A dvisory ard since fall, 1989 for the hool of Engineering. I have n active in the Society of omen Engineers. I served as an ifFicer for two of those years, he Society of Environmental ngineers is another club in hich I have held two offices, rough these activities, I have ined experience in understan- ing and relating to the students t Cal Poly. 1 see the main duties f^ the directors arc to properly present their respective school nd to make well-informed deci- ons on issues concerning the udent body. I am a very com- itted person, and I will uphold y responsibilities if elected.
•lenn Gallega Galang
My leadership and involvement ith various Cal Poly clubs and rganizations have provided me ith valuable organization and ommunication skills that will id me in fulfilling the duties of irector. My opinions represent he beliefs of many Cal Poly stu- ents. This is an improtant qual­ity in a director since he/she is lected “ by the students, for the tudents.” Also, I am well-in­
formed, and I am willing to learn about issues that affect Cal Poly as a whole, which will allow me to make knowledgeable decisions. Cal Poly is providing me a unique “ hands-on” education, and I want to apply the tools that I have attained for the enrichment of the campus. 1 hope you will allow me to serve Cal Poly as an ASI director.
Alexaader Go
Through my four years at Cal Poly, I have gained leadership experience as a Food Services representative in the residence halls and as president of the Chinese Students’ Association. I am running in order to increase awareness of ASI resources available to the students. As director, I would push for cam­pus clubs to become more in­volved with ASI and amongst each other, particularly the minority clubs. Issues such as housing and ethnics courses are very important and will be key issues in the future.
Patrick Hayashi
As Cal Poly student, I have discovered the importance of in­volvem ent. Expanding my education outside the classroom provides experience not available through instruction. My in­volvement with the academic and administrative commissions has introduced me to the environ­ment of being a director. Issues such as teacher evaluation, CR/ NC, registration procedures and commencement format have been discussed. This experience has enhanced my skill of leadership and organization — the skills I will apply as a director. I urge you to vote for me during the
elections.
Brian House
Completing my fourth year as an environmental engineering student and having gained a German minor by studying abroad for over a year deeply in­volved with cross-cultural rela­tions, I have both a technical and po litica l ap p rec ia tion . The necessity to build active con­sciousness and concern among the students is to inform them on a personal level. Capable in rep­re se n tin g  th e  S cho o l o f Engineering, 1 will close the gap of unawareness by associating engineering students with uni­versity-level happenings, con­cerns and decisions. Everyone makes up this university and it is up to us to implement ways to run our institution in the manner that most benefits us.
Doug lio
As Cal Poly continues to gain importance in the scholastic world, it is more important than ever that students be allowed to voice their opinions. Therefore, my primary interest is to repre­sent the views of my classmates by meeting with campus clubs and organizations and being easily accesible. I would also like to raise student awareness of how the allotment of funds is carried out. Furthermore, stu­dents in San Luis Obispo play an important, often-ignored role in the community, and we should be allowed our fair share in matters concerning the city. Personally, ASI would allow me the oppor­tunity to expand my leadership abilities and gain knowledge in the workings of a corporation. I do not proclaim to know all the
answers, but 1 do promise to use common sense when making decisions so that our institution maintains its respectability and stature among fellow univer­sities. For engineers at Cal Poly the future is bright, and I hope to make our educational time spent in San Luis the same.
Ellis I shay a
I have the experience and motivation to represent the School of Engineering on the ASI Board of Directors. 1 have spoken to several members of the board and have attended board meetings. I am aware of the time commitment and the dedication necessary to become a good liaison between the students and Cal Poly. Through being a member of Interhall Council and the ASI Program Board, I have a feel for how ASI works and am experienced in working with people and their interests. I am a dedicated worker and will do everything in my power to help the School of Engineering with its needs.
Ken Kaiser
Transferring from Cal Poly Pomona has given me the oppor­tunity to get experience in engineering clubs and in student government. Hopefully, I will be able to bring that experience to Cal Poly, SLO. I have quickly realized some of the physical needs of students by working with Rec Sports fall quarter, as well as the needs of engineering students like myself. A position within ASI will give me the op­portunity to input information and help students with all aspects of their college life.
David Miailovkh
I am a sophomore in the in­dustrial engineering department. As I enter my junior year at Cal Poly, I would like to become more involved in the problem­solving and decision-making aspects of ASI. It’s time to take a role in the workings of ASI rather than letting the decisions pass me by. I am currently a member of the Institute of In­dustrial Engineers and am main­taining a 3.0 GPA. 1 am ready to represent the opinions of myself, the School of Engineering and the student community as a whole. If elected, I will be look­ing forward to the fall quarter and be anxious to get started.
Bairy Oliver
I am running for this office to help the students of Cal Poly ob­tain their needs and also to find out more about leadership and the School of Engineering, as well as Cal Poly as a whole.
Gerald F. Wheeler
1 have actively represented the students of Poly Phase Club on the School of Engineering Coun­cil. This position has provided me the opportunity to better understand  the School of Engineering by involvement with other club representatives on the council and to also better understand Cal Poly by seeing the interactions of the student body, faculty and administration. I very much want to further u tilize  my experience and motivation to serve all students of the School of Engineering in their university government, the ASI Board of Directors.
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The time to vote is approaching 
and you the voter are faced with 
the situation of who to be your 
next ASI President. I think I can 
help your decision; Vote for Jeff 
Denham. I have been a leader 
throughout my life in all aspects of 
school: Athletics, Student Govern­
ment and Clubs. I feel that the ex­
perience I have gained is a great 
asset to my ability as a leader. 
Leadership to me is shown by 
example and by letting the 
students have direct input into all 
matters that concern them. Many 
candidates don't have my ability 
and none of them have my poten­
tial. I hope to receive your voteas 
ASI President on April 18th and 19th. Vote for Joff Denham.
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From page 9recent years. 1 hope to help the school grow and expand. My ex­periences in student government as well as my time management skills have prepared me to take on this responsibility.
Brian Callahan
Since I have been at Cal Poly, I have noticed general apathy within the student body toward campus issues that affect all of us. It is my opinion this feeling arises from a lack of communica­tion between the ASI Corpora­tion and student “ shareholders.” If selected as a Board of Direc­tor, my primary objective would include improving current means of communication and raising the awareness of Liberal Arts stu­dents. Perhaps the most effective way I know of increasing com­munications is stimulating in­volvement in ASI and other stu­dent organizations. It is my sincerest hope that you will see this need of improved com­munication and representation and recognize my commitment to these goals.
Todd Czarncckl
This year, the Liberal Arts Council represented the School of Liberal Arts like never before. As treasurer for the council, I work­ed with club representatives and school leaders to plan and coor­dinate several events, including Liberal Arts Week. Working
with this year’s directors dem­onstrated the importance of rep­resenting student opinion in meetings and not voting for per­sonal gain. Further involvement as the council’s ASI Academic Commission liaison, membership in College Republicans and the Political Science Club, gave me additional experience in serving you, the students of Cal Poly. Responsibility, dedication and good representation will continue to characterize the School of Liberal Arts if you vote Todd Czarnecki for Board of Directors.
Chris Fink
My name is Chris Fink and I seek the ASI Board of Directors seat under the School of Liberal Arts. During my time here at Cal Poly, 1 have noticed apathy in the majority of students regar­ding ASI’s policies. Because of this, there seems to be growing schisms between ASI’s decisions and student support. My main desire for this position is to bring together student opinion and ASI objectives. I feel that 1 can offer a strong voice in the ASI Board of Directors that will rep­resent the majority of students under Liberal Arts. I will try to keep students aware of ASI ob­jectives and stay abreast of dif­fering opinions.
Eric Lambert
Cal Poly, what is it made of? “ Unity Through Diversity”
sums it up. The students here range from greeks to athletes, from architects to agriculture majors, and most importantly. Liberal Arts majors. All these programs have their good points as well as bad points, and it takes an objective person to tell the difference. I believe my abili­ty to see through stereotypes is one of my strongest qualities.
Michael Moreno
I, Michael Moreno, have been an English major at Cal Poly for over two years. During this time, I have been involved in num erous activ ities. It is through these clubs that I have gained valuable communication, leadership and organizational skills. As an ASI director, I will apply these skills to make the School of Liberal Arts better represented by the student popu­lation. My complete attention will be focused on solving the issues and problems facing our campus, and I do my best to think of new and innovative ideas that will make Cal Poly even better.
Chris Soderquist
If elected to a Board of Direc­tors position, I will see that the best interests of my school. Liberal Arts, are adhered to and supported. I look forward to the challenge of representing my school as a member of the Board of Directors.
from CHAPMAN COLLEGE
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GOMES RESOLUTION
From page 10Gomes would like to see more student awareness of the pro­blem.On the issue of ASI Bill 89-02, Gomes said he supports the ideas of restructuring and reappoint­ment. “ ASI is more a corpora­tion,” he said. “ We were set up to run as a corporation, to pro­vide benefits for the students.”Community relations can be improved with further use of the S tudent-C om m unity  Liaison Committee, Gomes said. “ More residents need to feel a lot better about having students in their community.Although he supports the idea behind the childcare bill. Gomes said he does not want to see it passed. “ I don’t think what is proposed will adequately meet the needs,” he said. “ There is no way to pass it twice, and this hasn’t addressed everything it should.”  Gomes thinks ASI needs to look at how much a priority the center is with stu­dents and the percentage of the population who uses it, before anything is done.Reappointment, he said “ helps you know how to increase stu­dent interest,” explaining that the experienced senator would both know what issues students were concerned about and how to act effectively on their behalf. Indirectly, he said, “ it leads to better representation of the stu­dent voice.”Gomes said he thinks credit/ no credit grading is “ a good avenue for students.”“ Cal Poly is a high pressureuniversity, and there is a really intense GPA situation, especially in some majors,” he said. “ There has to be an avenue to relieve a little pressure.”He also cited it as good for students who want to concen­trate solely on their majorclasses.Gomes said he is opposed to removing campaign spending limits. As they now stand.Gomes said he thinks the limits “ allow for creativity yet put acap on it to keep people from go­ing out of control.About the noise ordinance.
Gomes said he sometimeswonders how fairly it is beingadministered. “ They (the city)need to work on it,” he said. “ They’ve had it overturned twice in their own courts. It’s not avery effective measure.”
Gomes likes the housing ordi­nance, which requires a business license for houses with more than six occupants. He said the work of the S tudent-C om m unity Liaison Committee gave the final draft “ more of a student focus.”
“ It’s not okay to live in a real­ly dangerous situation,” he said. Gomes added that he likes landlord responsibilty the ordi­nance fosters, but that he thinks it will lead to higher rents.
Strengths and Weaknesses:
Gomes feels his three years of experience in ASI are a strength. “ Experience — and with that, knowledge,” he said. “ I have more experience than any other candidate. I’ve been working with this corporation for three years.”Gomes said his past experience in ASI and the contacts he has established would make him an' effective president. “ It takes a long time to learn a little bit about everything,” he said. “ I feel that now I can get things done within its bounds.”He also cited working knowl­edge of Cal Poly’s administra­tion, Foundation and the city council.“ ASI president is a position of people and issues management,” he said. “ That person is at the top of a complex organizational chart.”Gomes is afraid some students may see his experience as a weakness instead os a strength. “ Some students don’t look upon experience as an asset.”He said another possible weakness is that, “ although 1 know a lot, I don’t know everything.” He said also that sometimes people tell him, “ ‘Mike, you’re too serious.’ ”
ASI SPECIAL EVENTS  
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R A P k  RV
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From page 9lease at the United Methodist Church in June-. The center cur­rently serves 30 children.Seventy-two percent of parents needing child care were turned away in 1988 and 1989 because there wasn’t enough room. There are 1,015 children of student- parents who currently need full­time child care.Cal Poly Children Center fees are $2 per day less than in the community. April statistics from the center show half of student families earn less than $1,500 a month, and one-fourth earn under $500 a month.In the United States, child care is the third largest expense fac­ing families today, below only housing and taxes, according to
the Child Defense Fund.Some ASI President and Chairman of the Board can­didates, however, are concerned that the $1 increase is either too much, not enough, or it could be better handled through negotia­tions with ASI.
Proposal on the ballot:
“/  support an activity fee in­crease o f $I per student per quarter for 10 years commencing upon project approval, to aid and assist ASI to construct a new campus child care facility, thus substantially increasing present capacity. ” Vote: yes or no.
The extra dollar will go directly towards building a new child care
facility, and will begin when the project receives approval from the California State University Chancellor’s office probably in July, Regan said. The increase will bring the Children’s Center an extra $60,000 a year.Instead of constructing a new complex, the center will build modiilars that will be placed near Extended Education.Modular construction will cost between $800,000 and $900,000, or up to $1.5 million if a new complex is built.If the increase passes, Regan said that both the on- and off- campus children’s centers could unify to one location, which would cut costs.If all aspects are approved, the new center will open in 1991.
TAYLOR
From page 10students here miss out on is enough contact with various cultures so that everyone can gain a better understanding of each other. He said this work in­volves minorities and Caucasians to let minorities know that Cal Poly does not mean to be stereo­typed as a “ white washed” school.Working with this concern, Taylor would create a cultural advisory committee within the ASI structure.In order to see all students represented, Adam wants to do frequent polling on campus and create a committee for that pur­pose. “ Unless students are in­volved in a club, they don’t have much of a chance to voice their concerns,” Taylor said. He said he would be actively involved in the polling because he wants to know what students are con­cerned about.One thing he thinks would benefit Cal Poly is a bike path around campus. He said the structure now does not support many riders. “ If we had a restricted path for bikes, more people would get into riding, minimizing traffic congestion and solve parking problems,” Taylor said.“ I am someone who sincerely means it when I say I’m going to do something,” Taylor said, “ and I’m not the kind of person who is too busy or never around when you want to talk to me.”
Taylor realizes that most stu­dents don’t know what ASI in­volves. “ They don’t know that they are being represented or even who is representing them,” said Taylor. He said that he saw running for ASI President as the opportunity to do something about this.“ Even if no one takes me seriously, or no one votes for me, I hope that at least half the stu­dents will vote, anyway,” Taylor said.
Issues:
Concerning ASI bill 89-02, which restructured ASI and gave Directors of the Board a reap­pointment option, Adam said it doesn’t matter what they call it, a corporation or a government, as long as students’ needs are being met. “ Being a public school, we miss out on a lot of taxes, anyway,” said Taylor. He said he would actually like to see more of a governmental struc­ture where all students are given the opportunity to vote on ASI issues.Taylor said reappointment of board members for a second term is a good way to operate since there will always be experienced members to advise and mix with the fresh perspectives that new members bring.Taylor thinks students should be allowed to take more than 15 units of credit/no credit grading. “ It’s not as if students aren’t
working hard, because they at least have to get a ‘C’ in credit/ no credit classes in order to pass,” said Taylor. He said that 45 units of credit/no credit is too much, and that 30 units is a good balance.Taylor said that 25 cents con­tributed from each student per quarter for the child care center, instead of $1, would be enough to fund the project.In order to phase the com­munity and Cal Poly into a more workable relationship, Taylor said he would attend City Coun­cil meetings. He said he would like to see Cal Poly students in­volved in community projects, like having “ trash days” where students can volunteer to keep the community as clean as possible.
Strengths and weaknesses:
Taylor considers himself lucky because he “ doesn’t stress out.” He said he always is relaxed and believes that he can do anything if he sets his mind to it. “ My mother influenced me by always telling me to take thinks in stride and not to worry,” Taylor said.Taylor describes himself as a dedictated, hard worker. “ My campaigning shows this,” Taylor said, referring to the way he stayed relaxed when his cam­paign manager quit.“ Also, I am sincere, and I am sincere when I say this,” said Taylor.
Textbook refuneS
Bookstore
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From page 9best, as well as handle numerous responsibilities. 1 have the qualifications to be an integral part of ASI. It is critical to have unbiased representatives that reflect and respond to the needs and requests of the student body. I will sincerely and effec­tively represent the important views of the School of Profes­sional Studies and Education.
Cameron L. Mastrud
L.B.W.A. (leadership by walk­ing around) . . .  th a t ’s what Cameron is all about! L.B.W.A. is a philosophy, and having that philosophy, I refuse to make any decisions without first consulting
the people that will be affected. It is very important to get all the people involved in projects and decisions because I strongly be­
lieve that “ people support what they create.’’ My only promise, if 1 were elected ASI director, is a
commitment to L.B.W.A. This means a commitment of time and energy used directly for you and with you. I want to make those commitments to you.
Fran McIntyre
For the past three years, 1 have been involved in the School of Professional Studies and Education. This has enabled me to understand the students’ and See PS&E, page 15
VOTER
From page 3dents informed.’’D ianna N elson, a home economics senior, said that voting without being informed is the real problem.“ The key is to be an educated voter,’’ Nelson said. “ If you don’t know what the issues are, you cannot make a difference.’’ Prop. I l l ,  the “ Traffic Con­gestion Relief and Spending Limitation Act of 1990,’’ would change the Gann spending limit passed in 1978 with Prop. 4. By revising the way the state calculates the spending limit.
California would be able to in­crease its spending by about $800 million annually.The proposition would also in­crease the gasoline tax by 5 cents per gallon the first year, with an additional cent added each year until a total increase of 9 cents is reached.“ Our gasoline tax is not a big deal,’’ Kilijian said. “ Nationally, we’re ranked 45th (highest) in the gas tax. This would push more money into higher education.’’Prop. 108, the “ Passenger Rail and Clean Air Bond Act of 1990’’ cannot take effect unless Prop.
I l l  passes. Prop. 108 would authorize California to sell $1 billion in general obligation bonds.Prop. 121, the “ Higher Educa­tion Bond Act’’ would provide $450 million for the acquisition of building sites and construction and repair of facilities for higher education.Under this act, the University of California system would receive $130 million, the CSUs also would get $130 million and $126 million would go to the statewide community college system.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS. INC.
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
JULIAN A. MCPHEE UNIVERSITY UNION 
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Vote on April 18 & 19for theASI Student Elections!
The positions of: ASI President, ASI Chairman of the Board, and the ASI Board of Directors are all up forelection, as well as several student initiated referendums.
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MONZON
From page 10
housing, the students have
something to say. He said stu­dents should get to choose the
circumstances they live in while attending Cal Poly as residents
of the community. He thinks housing limits should be left up
to home owners, not the City Council.
Athletics is an area Monzon wants students to be represented
in. He doesn’t think any sport or any athlete should be held back.
“ Everyone should have a creative outlet,’’ said Monzon,
“ and a sport outlet.’’ IS an awesome
Strengths and weaknesses:
Enthusiasm and the pursuit of excellence are the ways Monzon describes his approach to life. He said with everything he a t­tempts, he always strives for ex­cellence.“ Even when I’m in a hard sit­uation,’’ he said, “ I keep a posi­tive image of the future.’’He said his love for people is another strong  point and motivational factor. “ I wouldn’t be a good motivator if I didn’t love people,’’ he said. He said his enthusiasm for all of life is what makes him enthusiastic about supporting people in their lives.This same love is what causes him the most pain. He said the hardest thing for him in life is saying good-bye to people after being involved with them.
DENHOLM
From page 11
though they came free to him, have to be included in his ex­penses.
“ There needs to be a limit,” he said, “ but I think I could have gotten more than $600 of cam­paign materials for less money.”If limits are not removed altogether, he said, at least some changes are warranted. “ Having no limit would definitely get out of control,” he said.He also said he thinks the ci­ty’s noise ordinance is too vague, and that work needs to be done on it.
Strengths and weaknesses:
Denholm said one of his strengths is his ability to take in different opinions and ideas and centralize their focus related to ASI. He said this makes up for one of his weaknesses, which he called a “ lack of creativity” in some areas.
“ I have the leadership ability 
and the respect of everyone in 
ASI,” he said. “ I also know how 
to separate friendship from 
business.”
GYMNASTICS
From page 6The Cal Poly men’s club team, on the other hand, hit its peak this weekend in Colorado.The men placed second among club teams with a team record one-day point total of 214.15. The previous record was 212.65.The club team from University of Texas at Austin took first place.“ We did awesome,” said team
captain Lance Eagen.Freshman Gary Vanetsky and sophomore Ken Jones competed in the finals on floor exercise. Finalists were selected based on the top eight routines on each event among both club and in­tercollegiate teams.“ Just the fact that they made it to finals is really good for a club,” Eagen said. “ We’re really proud.”
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From page 10different.” He said, though, that he “doesn’t like the idea of a corporation because it’s the stu­dents’ money, but it doesn’t seem to be by and for the stu­dents.”; Denham said he is opposed to the idea of directors being allow- iied to serve a second term .without running for election. “ Not having it (the option of j reappointment) will give more jstudents the opportunity to get (involved.”He supports the child care bill [that will appear on this week’s {ballot. “ 1 think it’s good,” he [said. “ The facility they have now fis very poor. It should have been
torn down a long time ago.’Denham added that the state should be paying more money toward the Children’s Center. “ I think it’s not a problem that the fees are going up,” he said. “ I don’t mind paying the extra dollar. But it’s good that it’s on the ballot so the students can see it.”Denham said he is opposed to the issue of credit/no credit units being dropped from 45 to 18. “ I think it should be left the same,” he said. “ I don’t know how dropping it down to 18 would help the students.”Denham also said limits should be removed from campaign spending. “ A lot of the things
seem really nit-picky,” he said. “ If you’re not really careful about what you do it can come back to you.” He cited the ex­ample of having to list donated materials as an expense.Denham said the noise and housing ordinances are “ out there to hurt the students, not to help them. There should be laws on the books like that, but there should be a happy medium,” he said.“Cal Poly should have a bigger voice in city issues,” he added. “ They shouldn’t get rid of the ordinances altogether, but there needs to be a medium between people at Cal Poly being hurt and th e  lo n g tim e  co m m u n ity
members being hurt.”
Strengths and Weaknesses:
Denham said he is a good speaker and works with people and relays messages from the student body to the administra­tion well.“ I’ve always done leadership things,” he said.Denham said he is the most qualified for the position, based on the terms he served at Victor Valley. “ I wouldn’t have run if I didn’t think I was the most qual­ified,” he said. “ I can’t think of any weaknesses I have that would hurt me in this job.”
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SPECIAL G U E S T  SPEAKER 
TU E S  11:00 ARCH 225 
ADVERTISM O FOR TH E  90't FROM 
THE ADVERTISING EDUCATION 
FOUNDATION! EVERYONE WELCOME!!
IGAYS LESBIANS & BISEXUALS UNITED 
I meet every Tuesday 7pm FOB24B_________
IGLBU Special guest speakers What 
lits like to be H IV+’ April 17 7pm 
[Tuesday FOB24B. ALL ARE WELCOM E!
GOLDEN KEY M EETING 
APRIL 18 W ED 6PM IN TH E UU
ISAM PRESENTS rPEG MORAN*
HOW TO  SU C C EE D  M A CORPORATE 
JOB/HOW T O  RUN YO UR  OWN 
BUSINESS 4 A t4 A Q E N Q ;1 23 11AM
SCE MEETING
WED APR.18 730PM RM 13-118 
IMPORTANT POLY ROYAL INFO__________
(society of Flight Test Engineers 
[Meeting April 17 Sci. Rm A-12 
17:00pm All Welcome______________________
WINDSURFERS
Sail with windsurf club 
Free lessons, use of equipment 
and fun in the sun.AII levels 
welcome.WMs Aphl18 21-235 7:00pm
VOTE
BURNIE
WOHLFORD
SCHOOL OF AR CH ITECTUR E
I Audilions for football yell/cheer 
! leaders All welcomelinfo April 
1B&19 9pm Mott Gym Lobby 542-0589
CRAFT CLASS
Sign Ups Wlad 4/18 in UU Crafi Cen­
ter Jewelry,ceramics,wood working, 
stained glass. B/W photo 8 more 7pm
M ustang Daily 
C lassif ieds
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK. 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH 
______________ DAY AT 10AM____________
PAINT PELLET W4RS-Do you want
to shoot your friend in the
face? Call Dave 543-0784_______________
REWARD!
Oak beach chair taken from Craft 
Center Wed 4/11 Green print cloth 
seat. Great sentimental value. If 
you have any info. Call 544-0939
T E S T  PREPARATION SEMINAR 
TUESDAY APRIL 17TH 10-11AM 
CHASE HALL ROOM 104 756-1256
Chapman College 
Meeting for Teacher Credential 
program is April 20 4:00pm 
Rm 292 , Fischer Science
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CEN TER  
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367 
FREE PREGNANCY TE S T  
■A FRIEND FOR LIFE'
HAPPY 21 ST 
SHARON 
WE LOVE YOU!
CONGRATS Gentlemen of SIG E P on 
installation of Cal Tau Chwter 
Love the Ladies of Tower 2-F1 3 
We had a great time-thanks!
NU ALPHA KAPPA 
SPRING RUSH
INFO: LUIS AVILA 756-4445 
RAMIRO RAMOS 542-9666
HAVE YOU LO S T YOUR KEYS? I found 
some in the courtyard by Dexter 
bid. Seven keys total :plain single 
ring, claim at university union 
information desk
LO ST CALCULATOR (4-11-90) 
Please, Very important for exam 
No Questions -$Reward$ 
Please Call Michelle 544-3893
PHOTOGRAPHER
NEEDED
The Mustang Daily is looking for 
a part-time photographer to shoot 
photos for our ad department.
Flexible hours. For more info, 
call 756-1143 Ask for Mark.
Poly Royal Needs Class 1 &2/A&B
to Drive on Carrpus Shuttles April 
27828 Contact Phoenix at x2487
-  ; or stop by UU209 by April 23
LO GO  DESIGN NEEDED
FOR COM MUNICATIONS FIRM 773-1615
SR. P R O JE C T O R ?
Second Edition Copy Center is now 
hiring for Summer and Fall 
quarters. If you are a motivated 
individual looking for more then 
just a job.pickup an application 
in the ASI Business office UU 212
A U TO  DETAILING wash, polish, wax 
cin interior 8 eng. Devin 543-9103
ABRACADABRA! W ORD PROCESSING 
•Senior Projects ‘ Papers 549-0371
50 GALLON AQUARIUM 4 SALEIII 
W ITH ALL ACCES. 8 STAND $250.OBO 
CALL NICKY 541-1963 M UST SELL!
AC A D EM IC  W O R D  P R O C E S S IN G  541- 
4214
PRO JECTS.PAPERS FROM $2 double- 
spaced page. Resumes from$10MARCY
Annie's Typing 545-9746/466-3902 
LASER PRINTER W O R D PER FECT FAST
AIR TIC K E T  ONE-W4Y SLO T O  SAN 
FRAN.MAY 28, $60, 239-2871
CO M P UTER  W IZARDS-UNIQUE LAPTOP 
CASIO CO M P UTER  W ITH PRINTER- 
USED ONCEIICALL FOR DETAILS 
$250 (ORIG $595) 773-1615
CW  LAVELLE SECRETARIAL SERV. 
W P,SR P R O JECTS,DISC 528-5830
FAST Q UALITY SERVICE M ACINTOSH -i- 
LASER PRINTER • LAURA-549-8966
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
AFFORDABLE RATES 
RESUM ES T O  THESES.W ILL C O R R EC T 
GRAMMAR ERRORS.WILL W RITE RES. 8 
COVER LET.IN NEED P EGG Y 544-4201
R8R Word Proceesirra RON A 544-2591
Laser Printer/Student Rates/By Appt
EUROPE
See London 8 Pans June 19-29 
details ASI TRAVEL C E N TE R  UU102
DAVE OUTWATER
for Board of Directors (Sci8Math)
I DO YOU HAVE the W ELLNESS EDGE? 
FIND O U T by scheduling a 
' WELLNESS PHYSICAL in the health 
center Free witt. health card- I S20.00 without.Or call x1211.
VOTE
CRAIG STRAUB
Director of 
School of Business
ENGW EERS LE T YOUR VOICE BE HEARD
DOUG ITO
FOR ASI SCHOO L O F ENGINEERW G
IGONG SHOW!!!!
I POLY ROYAL COM E A C T 
SHOW YOUR TALEN T 8 HAVE FUN!!! 
[PRIZES B EST 8 W O R ST A C T 
I »IFO ? CALL TERRI 545-6652_____________
[HEY, FUTUR E TEACHER S!! Come to 
[the Substitute leacher panel on 
[VWd Apr.18 at 7pm in Arch 100!
[ Sponsored by Student Calif
[Teachers Assoc. All Welcome!_____________
IM ACAR TH Y c o m i c  b o o k  is now on 
fsale at EL C O R R AL in the
humor section
MOCK ROCK
Contest!!!!! Pnzes!!!!!!
Poly Royal 90 Join the fun! 
(jp  Sync your favorite song 
Call Jenny Halbe, 549-0748
COM PACT DISCS Disc8Dat is SLO's 
Only CD  Only Store;Great Prices 
8 Selections;Downtwown at 1110 Motto
Games 8  ComIca- the largest 
selection of games for garr>ers 
New comics in every Friday morning 
Games People Play 1060 Broad %  
546-6447
Send your honey a living bunny! 
Catalina stops! 772-1475
MONZON
for
Chairman of Board/VIce Prea.
ADVERTISING
SALES
Super organized.self starter 
wanted for display advertising 
sales Candidates must be able to 
work 20 hrs/wk.have reliable 
transportation and be registered 
at Poly Wb are looking for a 
dynamic,high energy person with 
the atMlify to establish new 
clients in SLO county . SaleSf 
layout experience preferred,but 
not necessary Earn by graduated 
commission . Please submit resume 
and references to Mustang Daily, 
advertising director.Graphic Arts 
Bldg Rm.226 Position available
___________immediatelv 756-1143______
CAMP CO U N SELO R  
The City of CoTKord, an affirm­
ative action-equal opportunity 
employer, is recruiting camp 
counselors to work with children 
8 to 15 years old, at their summer 
camp in South Lake Tahoe,CA Inter­
views will take place on campus 
April 20. Interested applicants can 
pick up a job description, applica­
tion and make an appointment at the 
Student Placement Center
ECLIPSE-LASER 
CUSTOM COVER
Never used/Best quality available 
Includes locking cable 
$195 0 6 0  546-9184
G T  TEQ U E S TA  Ml. Bike LIKE NEW 
$350 firm 546-0825 ERIC_________________
SCUBA GEAR!!!
M ASK.SN OR KEL,FINS,QLO VES 
B O O TIES  AND W EIG H T BELT 
Booties 8 gloves- size small 
FOR SALEI
LIKE NEW C ON D ITO N-only been used 5x 
$200 for all or best offer 
Call for more details 542-9461
'81 Honda Express Scooter 
Blue, New Tune-up, Great shape, 
$200 obo 544-6519 after 5:00 pm
'62 YAM AHA VIRAGO 750cc 
9.7K/ml. $650 544-9261-Jeff
Found Bracelet 
on the track 
Call to ID 
x4415
G O VER N M EN T JO B S  $16,040-$59,230/yr 
Now Hiring Call (1) 805-687-6000 
Ext. R-lodBI for current federal 
list.
WHY RIDE A S C O O TER  W HEN YO U  CAN 
RIDE A 82 NIGHTHAWK 450 FOR 650 
NEW BAT/CLUTCH AND TU N E 542-9509
82 vw rabbit • runs great! 
$750 obo, Luke 541-t 284
2 Rmmates Needed share room-own 
Bathrm Spnnq Qtr $200/mo 545-9263
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED Nicety fum. 
2bd apt d/w, w/d, parkinglot 8pool 
$212.50/mo call 545-9364!!!
Roommate Needed! F Own Big Room! 
Share Bath,Wash FAcil., Nonsmoker 
Sublet Spring! 545-9553 Can Lv.mesg
2 BR Condo in SLO 2 Story, yard 
Pets OK, laundry in Kitchen Part 
Furnished. $775/MO 544-8530 
544-1519 O W NER-AGENT
'(OU lAUST BE Wt ONU BOI WHO 0\DNT kU. VAI OTW0ÎS ÄßE PLMlNG IK TMt 8AC< HELDS
\'(0U 
I I 'M
WEAK
OKU Bos OK APLA'IGßOOKO PULL Of GfRLSP.'
IT SURE LOOKS X LIKE IT. WANT TO RIDE OK tue TEETER-TDTTER WITU ME?
OU NO,' 
VM IN COOVE CENTEÂL
UAO
RELAX.
STViPlOlTM AIRPILTER.'
produces MR fil te r .'
AKT\900IES
From page 14staff’s needs and how I value my education and the type of changes that might take place in my school. Someone who is aware of current issues and the students’ concerns is needed. Be­ing a charter member and the scholarship chairman for Kappa Alpha Theta fraternity, active in school clubs and the inter­collegiate program has given me the opportunity to hear a large percentage of the students’ con­cerns and needs. Working with children has given me a different and  m ore u n d e rs ta n d in g  perspective toward how people develop and think. As an ASI Director, I will have the oppor­tunity to improve upon existing programs and communicate stu­dents’ concerns.
61 BROAD now has shared spots 
available in 2bdrm Apts 544-7772
CEDAR CREEK FURNISHED CO N D O  
Two bedroom-two bath walk to 
school, pooLrec room, avail Fall 
'90 Call 965-1775 (683-0824)
Loft in Mill St Victorian
$325 per inonth TO D D  543-5414
Ranch Manager-250 cow/calf 
operation on 2500 acres in Edna 
Valley starting $1400/mon inclds 
ranch house, health ins. truck 8 
board for 2 horses call 541-2800 
days. 541-1020 evenings
AAAIB EST PRICED CO N D O S 8 HOM ES 
LISTED  FR EE SPECIALIZING IN 
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTM ENTS. 
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE.ON 
CAM PUS C A LL  M AR GUER ITE 
541-3432 C E N TU R Y  21
BUYING A H O USE OR C O N D O ? FOR FREE 
LIST O F ALL LEA S T EXPENSIVE H O USES 
8 C O N D O S FOR S A LE IN SLO. C A L L  
S TE V E NELSON 543-6370. Farrell Smyth
CEDAR CREEK
FUR N ISH ED STU D EN T CO N D O
2 bed, 2 bath walk to school 
pool, rec room, 
best offer 965-1775
Student rents are going through 
the roof in the fallí Why pay rent 
when you can own your own condo for 
what you would pay for renf^-have 
appreciation and tax write off too.
1 Bdrm, iBth condos in charming 
setting.lots of open space-16 min. 
to Poly, in Atascadero Starting at 
$65,000-Flnanclng avail. Call Three 
Stars Real Estate 466-7544.0pen ^ t  
8 Sun. 5525 Capistrano, Atascadero
TH ES E 8 M ORE Between Poty 8 Town 
cute 2 BR with office, spa, sauna 
On the creek $235,000 Large 3 BR 
in Laguna $229,000. Fixer with 
potential $229,900 Close to Poly 
3 BR 8 FAM RM $268,500 SHAPIRO 
REALTY 805/544-8530 800/350-SOLD
BusinessDirectory
A U TO  M SUR AN CE
Best Rates-All iypes 544-1371
TAX TIM E T O O  TA X N Q 7
Specialists in T S  A.s 
ANNUITIES W E S T 
541-4872
For Any Special Occasion
PACIFIC C O A S T LIMOUSINE 
SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544
PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
WRITING
SERVICE
Effective resumes written by a 
marketing communications profes­
sional who can capitalize on your 
skills and get those interviews! 
773-1615
SEC O N D  EDITION CO P Y C E N TE R  U 't
Resumes $19.95 Placemt Center Forms
C O N SH A 'S  O F R C E  SUP P LY
TYPING $1.50 PER PAGE 773-5851
LINDA B LA C K ,M A STER  TH ESIS  IVpIst
Editor 4 ESL Students. 544-1305
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AGRICULTURE
From page tme e>periences which will help me represent you as a Board of Director of the School of Agriculture.
Roland Fumasi
My name is Roland Fumasi, and 1 am currently a freshman animal science major. I’m very excited about running for the Board of Directors representing the School of Agriculture, and I feel I could do an excellent job. I've been involved in agriculture all of my life and understand our needs as students who are preparing for agriculture careers. Here on campus. I’ve served as a p a r l ia m e n ta r ia n  o f  the  Agriculture Council, and I’ve been a member of the Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity. These experiences have given me the chance to hear the opinions and wants of our agriculture stu­dents.
In order for our agriculture students to remain on top, we need positive and effective cor­respondence with the rest of Cal Poly. I believe that as a member of the Board of Directors, I could help in building and maintaining this positive and effective bridge of communication.
John Grice
My name is John J. Grice and I’m a freshman agriculture business major, and a candidate for the position of ASI Board of Director representing the School of Agriculture. Prior to attending Cal Poly, I served a year as an Future Farmers of America of­ficer. As a state officer, I gained much experience in working with people, on committees, leading by example and representing others. Since fall quarter. I’ve been actively involved with ASI. I served on the Public Safety and Equal Opportunity Advisory
com m ittees. A dm inistrative Commission and was an alter­nate for the Board of Directors representing the School of Agriculture. I have a sincere and enthusiastic interest in repre­senting you. I would greatly ap­preciate your support.
Cynthia Hopkins
1 am Cynthia Hopkins, and I am planning to be part of A ssociated S tuden ts, Inc. Agriculture Board of Directors next year. I am majoring in agri­cultural management and will be a senior as of fall, 1990. Growing up in the agricultural community near Chico, living on a horse ranch, showing horses and being involved in 4-H leadership have all contributed to my continued involvement in the agricultural area. Since entering Cal Poly in spring, 1988, I have become very involved in a variety of aspects of college life. 1 am currently a
resident adviser in Yosemite Hall, an Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity little sister and have served on the 1990 Western Bo­nanza Jr. Livestock Steer and Heifer Show committee. As an Agriculture senator, I plan to use my leadership skills, my positive attitude and my abundant energy to represent agricultural interests and work toward an excellent year for the School of Agriculture.
John GuthrieMy purpose in running for ASI is to bring a fresh perspective and new ideas to the Board of Directors. ASI is a corporation, and we all buy shares with a percentage of our tuition. Being shareholders, we deserve a say in decisions that effect us as stu­dents. ASI is the crucial link be­tween the students and the Ad­ministration. This link is our voice and is designed to enhance our college experience. I am
eager to be a part of our tie as a dedicated member. By speaking with current ASI members, I understand the time commitment and what the job entails. To give you a little background about myself. I’m the sixth generation from a family farming and cattle ranching operation. My father and grandfather were both in­volved in agricultural leadership and they have passed the desire on to me.
David Van Ommering
ASI is a student organization 'that represents the needs of stu­dents before ther Administra­tion. This organization enables the students a viable input into decisions that have an effect on the student body. I would like to be your representative for the School of Agriculture during the 1990-91 academic year. Please consider my nomination when you vote at the polls.
ARCHITECTURE
From page 8also vital not to stop com­munication here but also to in­form the students on the major issues that face the board. I have had many years of school- government experience, and have worked with several different organizations on campus over the past few years. I have the energy, will and knowledge to be a good representative, all I need now is a chance.
David Dawfoa
1 feel I can represent the School of Architecture and En­vironmental Design. Being a freshman at Cal Poly, I feel I can be open-minded and I will listen to any problem that can affect the school and search for a solu­tion. 1 will use active listening techniques to get these problems heard and solved. I believe par­ticipation and communication
between the faculty and students is essential and I can be an effec­tive liaison between them. In addition, 1 have experience work­ing in large groups and I know the best way to Find a solution is to listen. I hope I can represent you on the ASI Board of Direc­tors.
Michael Englhard
I am a freshman at Cal Poly and am very eager to get involv­ed with the leadership involved in ASI. I have been actively in­volved in a leadership role in any activity 1 have participated in and feel comfortable with the responsibilities that come with the leadership. As an ASI direc­tor, I would hope to be especially receptive to the needs and ideas of the students and relate them to the ASI Board of Directors with a sincere desire to institute new ideas and rectify problems
that may be presented.
David Raccia
If I am elected as a director representing the School of Ar­chitecture, it will be my goal to operate according to four princi­ples: communication, involve­ment, implementation of policies and wishes of students, and promote diversity. These are the most important objectives I will use that can make the students aware and less apathetic about the ASI, its powers and pur­poses. Communication between what’s happening in the ASI and the students of SAED and any­one else may have questions, I will and have in the past involve myself with students on a per­sonal and professional level to become more aware of their needs, views, concerns and ideas.
Jim Redman
I am very serious when 1 say that being part of the ASI team and representing the School of Architecture would be an incred­ible honor. Often, people overlook the work done by the Board of Directors and ASI. Students need to realize that they could just as easily be in an ASI office, representing their respective schools and helping to make pos­itive changes. That’s why these elections are important and that’s why I’m running for SAED director seat. I would ap­preciate your vote.
Burnet Wohlford
T hroughout our student careers we are required to make important decisions that affect ourselves, our peers and even this institution of higher learning to which we belong. Even though
BUSINESS
From pages Greg Da Caaba
1 am a senior majoring in business administration with concentrations in both accoun­ting and marketing. I would like to educate students on what ASI is and make ASI programs more available to students. Another important goal of mine is to build better communication between the students and ASI.In recent months, I have gain­ed first hand exposure to the workings of ASI. I have attended a few meetings and met with the present directors for the School of Business. I believe my dedica­tion to hard work will allow me to represent our School of Business.
Paul HöllerbachMy main reason for running for ASI Board of Directors is to en­sure that we, as students, are heard when issues concerning us and the university arise. 1 believe that it is essential that students are kept informed. I plan to directly represent the School of Business by acting as a liaison between ASI and the many business clubs on campus. Hav­ing attended Cal Poly for almost three years, 1 feel that I know what students need and desire. I believe this, combined with my past leadership experience and my ability to work well with others makes me well qualified to represent the School of Business.
Mark Loveless
I’m a sophomore business ma-
jor. I was involved in the Ameri­can Marketing Association and dorm  g o v e rn m en t in my freshman year. A position on the board of directors is very impor­tant to me for many reasons. The most important reason is to help the business department grow and succeed in achieving its goals. 1 feel I have the qualifica­tions and time management skills to fulfill the duties of a director.
Craig W. Straub
I am running for the ASI Board of Directors for the simple reason that I believe I can make a profound difference in the Cal Poly students’ quality of life. As directors, we have the ability to influence and create an environ­
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
The Morning Star Company has hauled tomatoes from farmer's fields to canneries for the past 20 years 
We re quire approximately 80 drivers starting July 1st through the later part of October, in Los Banos 
O U R  DRIVERS EARN FROM  $900 to $1,100 PER W EEK depending on 1) driver perlormarKe. and ^  seasonal 
volume Most of our drivers are college students We provide guidance to obtain a Class A drivers 
license arx) pre-season training The worK is extremely demanding, requiring significant time and 
mental commmtment SPRING G R A D U A TE S  AND TH O S E  W ILLING TO  PELP FALL :
ARE E N C O U R A G E D  T O  APPLY WE PROVIDE FR EE H OUSING FO R ALL DRIVERS
a o
MUST BE AT LEAST 21 YEARS OLD 
Please call (916) 666-6600 for an application and leave your name, address and phone number or write 
Morning Star Company, 712 Main Street, Woodland. CA, 95695 for an application.
T A X IPizza* Calzone »Salads-DELIVERS-
5 4 5 -T A X I
Cal Poly provides us with the structure of decision-making op­p o rtu n itie s , we must not overlook the fact that we, the students, play the most impor­tant part in governing that structure. To do so with max­imum efficiency, we must select from our peers a group of result-oriented responsible in­dividuals who will accurately represent the student voice in the operation of the Cal Poly gov­ernment. For these reasons I feel I am an appropriate choice for the Board of Directors. My posi­tive attitude and past experi­ences qualify me to represent the student voice. Being an officer of the InterFraternity Council Ex­ecutive Board, along with my passionate involvement in other cam pus o rg an iza tio n s, has motivated me to run for this position; that I may continue my enthusiastic contribution to the progress of Cal
ment that promotes student in­terests while maintaining respect for other members of the San Luis community. I hope to voice important student interests within ASI and throughout the community, thereby increasing the harmony between the various factions that currently exist in San Luis Obispo.
Mkkcllc (Shdly) Thornton
Over my last two and a half years at Cal Poly, 1 have learned a lot about the School of Business and Cal Poly in general. Through my work as secretary of the business council and as an alternate director from the School of Business, I have seen that involvement is one of the most important aspects of the organization. My purpose in seeking election to the ASI board of directors is to increase student involvement. I also hope to in­crease communication between
ASI and the School of Business because communication is crucial to informing students about ASI. I have also served on the executive boards of Delta Sigma Pi and the In te rna tio na l Business Club.
Jennifer ZnlewskiIf elected to the board of direc­tors, I plan to improve the com­munication between the students in the School of Business and the ASI student government. To do this and increase students’ input before the final decisions are made, as your representative I will make it a point to inform the students of the issues at hand and actively pursue their opi­nions. If given the opportunity to become a member of the Board of D irec to rs, I will use the negotiating experience I have gained from my involvement in various clubs and other school organizations to represent the School of Business well.
